







Present state and issues of expressive activities through the environment




























































































































































































































































































































ਦ  ෾ྪ $ ͹ࡠ඾








































ਦ  ෾ྪ &͹ࡠ඾ ਦ  ෾ྪ &͹ಝ௅ద͵ࡠ඾ʤ۫ର෼ΝඵࣺͤΖʥ
ਦ  ෾ྪ &͹ಝ௅ద͵ࡠ඾ʤ৚ๅྖ͗ঙ͵͏ʥ






























































































































































































































$ήϩʖϕ͹ಝ௅ % ήϩʖϕ͹ಝ௅ &ήϩʖϕ͹ಝ௅
   ஊ֌  ଡ༹͵Խ΃͹ـͰ͘ Խ͹གྷો΃͹ـͰ͘ ௎ख͹࢕๏΃͹ރ࿯͏
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